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Forward Detectors
Main Detector
ATLAS consists of a number detectors 
that are useful for diffractive studies
High precision vertex detector  ●
Large eta coverage of calorimetry  ●
Minimum Bias scintillator plates  ●
LUCID: Cherenkov Imaging Detector
17m either side of the IP, LUCID is 
primarily designed for luminosity 
measurements
Sensitive to particles pointing to IP  ●
Covers eta range at limits  ●
Useful for triggering high eta events  ●
Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZDC)
140m from the IP, the ZDC is a luminosity 
monitor principally for heavy ion runs
Sensitive to neutrals  ●
Very high eta coverage  ●
Useful for triggering high eta events  ●
Absolute Luminosity for ATLAS (ALFA)
The principle luminosity measure for 
ATLAS, ALFA will also be used for 
calibration of diffractive events
Consists of Roman pots at 240m  ●
Sensitive to intact protons  ●
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Pseudo Rapidity Coverage
The central detector covers the 
following eta ranges
Inner Tracker |η| < 2.5  ●
EM calorimeters |η| < 3.2  ●
Hadronic calorimeters |η| < 4.9  ●
Muon Spectrometer |η| < 2.7  ●
The specific forward detectors cover 
the following:
MBTS plates: 2.1 < |η| < 3.8  ●
LUCID: 5.6 < |η| < 5.9  ●
ZDC: 8.3 < |η|  ●
Numbers refer to detector 
segmentation (Δη x Δφ)
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Current LHC Run Plan
After a very eventful few weeks, the LHC is up and running and ATLAS is 
taking data!
The current LHC schedule is:
To get as much data as possible at 900 GeV until the end of 2009  ●
In the new year, the energy will be increased to 3.5 TeV per beam  ●
This will continue until Autumn  ●
It is hoped to collect >200pb-1 of data in this time  ●
We expect ~2 interactions per crossing and so pileup will become an issue  ●
There is a possibility of increasing the beam energy to 5 TeV per beam at 
some point during the year, dependent on safety concerns
Note that this is just the ‘current’ running scenario. The situation could (i.e. 
is likely to) be different in some way
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First Data/Events
Progress has been dramatic over the last few weeks:
20th November: First splash events  ●
23rd November: Injection energy collisions  ●
30th November: New world record for collision energy (1.18 TeV)  ●
4th December: Multiple bunches circulated  ●
8th December: 2.36 TeV collisions recorded  ●
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Soft Diffraction
Due to the large (O[mb]) cross section, both single and double diffraction can 
readily be studied using first data recorded by ATLAS
Not only should these studies be very useful to understand rapidity gaps and 
the underlying events but also profiling MC
Event signature is a system spread across one side of the detector for single 
diffraction and both sides (with a gap in between) for double diffraction
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Soft Diffraction - Definition
The event is characterised by the ξ variable
The aim is to reconstruct ξ  on an event-by-
event basis. This will involve:
Appropriate gap definition  ●
Noise suppression  ●
Careful triggering  ●
Generater level studies have indicated a 
number of variables that are correlated with ξ, 
particularly the maximum η of the system
GENERATOR LEVEL
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Soft Diffraction - Triggering
The three principle triggers for 
diffraction are:
Minimum Bias Scinitllator Plates  ●
LUCID  ●
Zero Degree Calorimeter  ●
Generator level studies, using the η 
ranges covered by these triggers suggest:
Significant triggering even at low ξ  ●
Separation between single/double  ●
Work is currently on-going to validate full 
trigger simulations
However, even with low efficiency, we 
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Diffractive Dijets
The aim is to understand the structure of 
the diffractive exchange by comparison with 
predictions from  electron-proton data
The data can also be compared with 
pomeron structure results from the Tevatron 
measured in the form:
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Dijets – Gap Survival
Measured results will be greatly affected by the Gap 
Survival Probability - the chance of the gap between 
the intact proton and diffractive system being lost 
due to rescattering
This was done at H1 and similar analysis with early 
LHC data will check the understanding of gap survival
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Dijets – Event Selection
The signature of the event is that of two high 
pT jets amongst other hadronic activity with 
a gap on one side of the detector
Aim to measure:
Ratio of single to non-diffractive dijets  ●
Ratio of single to double pomeron events  ●
Diffractive structure functions  ●
Initial (Level 1) triggering will be done using 
jet triggers  and a gap requirement  (MBTS, 
LUCID, ZDC veto, etc.)
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Central Exclusive Dijets
This is the highest cross section process  involving 
central exclusive production
It is useful for optimising the theoretical framework for 
related processes, such as Central Exclusive Higgs 
production
The signature of the process is:
Two high-pT jets  ●
Gaps between the jets and protons  ●
Minimal other hadronic activity  ●
Current triggering strategy is to use jet plus little 
MBTS activity on one side similar to diffractive dijets
This trigger is expected to not need pre-scaling and 
should give a few hundred events with 20pb-1
However, there is a significant background from 
double diffractive dijet production
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Central Exclusive Dijets
To overcome this background, we aim to measure 
the relative masses of the jet system and the 
combined system
As was done at CDF, comparing this with theory 
should show a significant excess at high R
ij
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Proton Tagging - FP420
After 2010, it is hoped to upgrade the 
beamline to allow full proton tagging 
during nominal running 
It will also be possible for the proton 
trajectories to be reconstructed
Primary goal is CEP Higgs measurements, 
but very useful for all diffractive studies
Advantages to this method over standard searches:
Better mass resolution using forward detectors  ●
High statistics not needed to determine Higgs QN  ●
Access to main Higgs decay modes  ●
The disadvantages:
Low signal cross section  ●
Large pile-up  ●
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Gaps Between Jets
Gaps between jets means literally that – a 
signature of two high pt jets  separated in the 
detector by a large pseudo-rapidity gap (Δη > 3)
Two processes contribute:
Gluon/Quark exchange (background)  ●
Hard Colour Singlet Exchange (BFKL ladder)  ●
Single GluonSingle Gluon BFKL LadderBFKL Ladder
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Gaps Between Jets
At larger η separation, jets are sensitive to:
Colour singlet exchange  ●
Parton shower/Matrix element generators  ●
The observable of interest is the gap-fraction, i.e. the ratio of gap events to inclusive di-
jet events as a function of the leading jet E
T
 and separation of jets
ATLAS is well-placed to make measurements due to large η  range of calorimetry; 
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Summary
ATLAS is well-placed to make significant diffractive measurements with 
the first months/year of data thanks to:
High precision vertex detector  ●
Large eta coverage of calorimetry  ●
Minimum Bias scintillator plates  ●
Multiple dedicated forward detector systems  ●
Depending on the amount of data recorded in 2010, we should be able 
to make measurements related to:
Soft single and double diffraction  ●
Diffractive Dijets  ●
Central Exclusive Dijets  ●
Gaps between Jets  ●
The detector has (very!) recently started taking the first injection 
energy data and we are ready for 2010!
